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A Hidden Gem Becomes a Fertile
Mining Ground:
Historic Prison Admission Books and
Data-Driven Digital Projects
THE LIBRARY OF THE AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY holdsthree admission books that provide a personal biography of eachinmate at the Eastern State Penitentiary. The books, covering the
years 1830–50 (with a gap in the 1840s), contain information about each
prisoner, including their name, age, the crimes for which they had been
convicted, their sentence, and often a note on when they were freed (or
died). Also included, though less consistently, is gender, race, and reli-
gious affiliation. Additionally, the penitentiary’s moral instructor, a reli-
gious authority figure, recorded a paragraph-length note on each inmate
detailing their religious education and other biographical details (fig. 1).
Donated to the APS Library between 2000 and 2002, the admission
books complement and extend a larger collection of material related to
the Eastern State Penitentiary. Within this collection is a wide variety of
treasures. One such treasure is a set of correspondence from a prisoner in
the penitentiary, Elizabeth Velora Elwell, addressed to another inmate.
According to the collection’s finding aid, the letters “suggest that Elwell
carried a passionate love for a fellow prisoner at Eastern State, Albert
Green Jackson, with hints that they may have met clandestinely on more
than one occasion. It appears that the two had plans to marry when their
terms expired.”1 The collection also contains a number of other volumes
that detail the bureaucratic functioning of the penitentiary, including the
daily rations and the overseer’s roll.2
Even within this collection of gems, the admission books command
1 See series 3: Elizabeth Velora Elwell letters of the State Penitentiary for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania Records, American Philosophical Society. Quote taken from the series’ background
note. For more on Elwell, see Rebecca Capobianco, “ ‘She is the beauty of this place’: Elizabeth
Velora Elwell and the Role of Prisoner Participation and Deviance at Eastern State Penitentiary,”
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 142 (2018): 83–106.
2 These volumes, along with the admission books, are in series 1 of the collection.
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Fig. 1: Sample page from Admission Book A, showing typical entries including
name, age, offense, and note by the moral instructor.
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special attention. The mix of biographical information, demographics,
and moral commentary provides both a glimpse into the population of
the penitentiary and into the beliefs that guided the institution. When
digitized and transformed into a dataset, the admission books became a
particularly fertile mining ground for historical insights.
In 2015, the APS Library digitized the admission books. Then, in
2016 and 2017, the library transcribed the content into spreadsheets. The
library published the data in a variety of outlets and encouraged scholars
to use the data for a wide range of projects.3 In late 2017, the APS Library
published a digital project based on the historic prison dataset. The proj-
ect, “Eastern Apps: Visualizing Historic Prison Data,” presents a suite of
apps that allows users to generate interactive visualizations as a means of
exploring the data through text-mining techniques and statistical
analysis.4
The first app analyzes word frequency in the moral instructor’s notes.
This app constructs corpora based on user input and presents both word
clouds and word frequency graphs (figs. 2 and 3). Additionally, users can
explore specific words and phrases in context (figs. 4 and 5). The repeti-
tion of words by the moral instructor, and variation in usage over the
years, reveals patterns in the individual descriptions of inmates.
The second app graphs sentencing length and maps sentencing loca-
tion based on selected variables that include gender, age, place of birth,
ethnicity, literacy, marital status, sobriety, charge, number of previous
convictions, and admission year.5 Modifying these variables updates both
the map and the graph (fig. 6). The map produced by this app shows
courts where inmates were sentenced and displays the average sentence
length. The outer circle (styled red in the online version) corresponds to
the average sentence length; the inner circle (styled blue in the online
version) corresponds to the number of cases from that area (fig. 7). The
graph shows variation in sentence length. The x-axis corresponds to the
length of the sentence in months; the y-axis corresponds to the number
of inmates who received a sentence of that length.
3 In addition to the APS Digital Library (http://diglib.amphilsoc.org/), the datasets were pub-
lished through the Magazine of Early American Datasets (https://repository.upenn.edu/mead/) and
the APS Library Github page (https://github.com/AmericanPhilosophicalSociety/Historic-Prison-
Data).
4 Eastern Apps: Visualizing Historic Prison Data, http://diglib.amphilsoc.org/labs/eastern-apps/.
5 In most cases, gender is not listed by the moral instructor. For the purposes of this analysis,
gender is assumed based on pronouns used and first names. The authors acknowledge these assump-
tions can be problematic and that the nuance of gender and gender expression is not likely to be
reflected in official prison records.
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Fig. 2: Word clouds created from two corpora, showing list of variables. In this
example, all variables are the same except for the admission book. The selection
produces word clouds that reveal the most common words used in the first
(1830–39) and last (1845–50) admission book.
Fig. 3: Comparative word frequency based on two corpora. Using the same selec-
tion as fig. 2, the resulting graph shows that such words as “professes” and “sin”
appear more prominently in Admission Book A (1830–39), while such words as
“school” appear more frequently in Admission Book D (1845–50).
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Fig. 4: Searching for keywords in context reveals that the word “sin” appears in
such phrases as “no true sense of the sin,” “seems unacquainted with the guilt of
sin,” and “no sense of sin.” This suggests that the moral instructor’s observations
focused on whether inmates knew that their crimes constituted a sin.
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Fig. 5: Searching for the word “school” in context reveals that in Admission Book
D the word sin appears regularly in phrases such as “no Sunday school,” often
alongside the phrase “no religious instruction.” This suggests that the moral
instructor was still concerned with the sins committed by inmates, but the inquiry
shifted to determining whether an inmate received an education that would make
them aware of their sin.
The third app graphs and maps demographic data about the inmates.
Based on a single variable, length of sentence in months, the graph com-
piles basic demographic data about the inmates. For example, for all
records (zero to 252 months), the graph shows the variation in gender,
ethnicity/race, marital status, and sobriety, among other categories (fig.
8). The map shows the location of sentencing. Over thirty court locations
appear, with the size of the circle indicating the number of cases from
each location (fig. 9). Analysis of this data shows that for the records
with the longest sentences (140 to 252 months), the prisoners were most
commonly convicted of burglary, followed by murder. These lengthy sen-
tences came from only three courts: Philadelphia County, Lancaster
County, and Montgomery County (fig. 10).
These finding are not conclusive and are not meant to be. The apps
were designed to provide an easy and engaging way for researchers to
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Fig. 6: Demographic data by length of sentence. This example shows all options.
By changing the “Length of Sentence in Months” slider at the top, the graphs
regenerate to show new data.
interact with the information contained in the admission books in the
hope that the resulting patterns and correlations might spark further
research. The apps cannot explain why inmates sentenced at the three
previously mentioned courthouses received the longest sentences. How-
ever, identifying this trend in the data provides a starting point for a
potential research project.
The admission books created by the Eastern State Penitentiary and
held at the Library of the American Philosophical Society are hidden
gems of great interest to a wide variety of researchers. By digitizing this
material and reformatting the contents into data for computational analy-
sis, the APS Library has made the admission books into a fertile mining
ground for the discovery of additional gems.
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Fig. 7: A graph of offenses and sentencing locations, based on the length chosen.
This example shows all options. By changing the “Length of Sentence in
Months” slider at the top, the graphs regenerate to show new data.
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Fig. 8: Demographic data by length of sentence. This example shows all options.
By changing the “Length of Sentence in Months” slider at the top, the graphs
regenerate to show new data.
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Fig. 9: A graph of offenses as well as the sentencing locations, based on the
length criteria chosen. This example shows all options. By changing the “Length
of Sentence in Months” slider at the top, the graphs regenerate to show new
data.
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Fig. 10: List of charges and location of sentencing for the longest sentences
(140–252 months).
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